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most ghostbeds should arrive within 3 days. if your
ghostbed arrives later than 3 days simply follow the
instructions within the packing material to start your
ghostbed. if your ghostbed arrives as delayed, refer
to the exclusions section of this limited warranty for
details. each ghostbed has a serial number which is

printed inside the package. the serial number
printed on this warranty card will be that printed on
the inside of the package it came in. if you have lost

or misplaced the original warranty card, contact
ghostbed by e-mail at support@ghostbed.com and
provide the serial number of your ghostbed. if your

ghostbed product stops working, ghostbed will
repair or replace it at our option and at your

expense provided that the product is returned to
ghostbed inc within 30 days of the repair or
replacement. for the purpose of this limited

warranty, the term product is defined to mean all of
ghostbed's temperature sensitive material and
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support system components. product defective due
to improper handling will not be covered. your

ghostbed will arrive at your door fully assembled.
the only thing that you will need to do is to push on
the foot piece using a flat surface to the level you
would like your ghostbed to be. add a ghostmat as

softness layers if you have any comfortable thin
loose layers with you. the instruction book will tell
you how to get started. if the product was labeled

for installation in the usa, it must be installed
according to the manufacturers installation
instructions. if the product was labeled for

installation outside the usa, it must be installed
according to the manufacturers installation

instructions. if the manufacturers installation
instructions are not available, please contact the
manufacture for an installation or adjustment kit.
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ghostbed mattress protector is for residential use
only. ghostbed will replace ghostbed mattress

protector to the original end-user purchaser if the
laminate or fabric of the product fails due to faulty
workmanship or structural defects in the course of

normal usage subject to the limitations and
conditions described in this warranty. a failure is

defined as any food or beverage normally consumed
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by a human or any human or pet bodily fluid which,
in less than 30 minutes, penetrates the ghostbed
protector and reaches the mattress surface. this

limited warranty does not cover normal wear of the
material. in addition, this product must be cleaned
in accordance with the care and use instructions

attached to each sheet. ghostbed will not be liable
for the incidental or consequential damages to

property other than the product. some states do not
allow limitations on implied warranties or the

exclusion or limitations of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you. the warranty also
does not cover changes in the cooling properties,

which may decrease over time with use and
exposure to the environment. certain material in
your new ghostbed luxe mattress is temperature
sensitive material; therefore the ambient room
temperature may affect the mattress feel. very

warm or humid weather may make the mattress feel
extra soft, while very cold weather may render the
mattress somewhat firmer. a bedroom temperature
between 65 75 fahrenheit will generate the proper
feel. your mattress is new and it may take some
time for you to get comfortable with its new feel.
after a reasonable amount of break-in time, if you
are still not as comfortable as you would like, try
adding or removing a conventional mattress pad,
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this may alter the feel slightly and give you just the
comfort level you are looking for. 5ec8ef588b
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